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Introduction 

The Role of a Corporate Identity System 
The purpose of this guide is to provide clear information for the consistent use of the CONvergence brand 
and identity, including the official CONvergence Connie logo and branding system. 

Consistent branding of convention communication, including naming conventions and signage, creates 
the convention’s corporate identity. A strong corporate identity increases public awareness of convention 
services, and strengthens the public’s association with the value of those services. 

CONvergence has many departments, services and programs that are highly valuable to the organization 
and to customers. Under an effective corporate identity system, all these services must be promoted and 
highlighted as belonging to one organization: CONvergence.  

The following pages present guidelines and specifications for text use, logos, banners, signage and guide 
books and other official CONvergence publications.  
 

  



Multi-tiered branding 

Explanation 
CONvergence is a large, diverse organization, and there are many groups and programs that help 
CONvergence reach its goals. It is important that people who value individual areas and programs of the 
convention associate these areas and programs with CONvergence. 

Why do it?  

• Helps CONvergence look professional and organized. 
• Strengthens CONvergence’s image and recognition with the public and staff.  

Corporate Identity 
A corporate identity is the “persona” of a corporation (CONvergence) that is designed to assist in the 
attainment of business objectives and is manifested by way of branding and consistent use of messaging 
/ communication. A corporate identity is fed by the beliefs of a company and its association with its value 
system (CONvergence goals). The public can associate with these values and in turn associates 
positively with CONvergence. 

Brand 
By definition: a unique combination of symbol, color and text that a group uses to represent itself. At 
CONvergence the brand is the character of Connie, and the CONvergence logo; there may be additional 
need for supporting graphic elements, but it is important to use	  the	  CONvergence	  brand	  in	  a	  uniform	  and	  
consistent	  way	  on	  all	  materials. 
 
Supportive graphics should not be used to replace CONvergence’s brand, its logo and identifiers. These 
subordinate graphics should be used only in limited circumstances and only	  when it is important to the 
end user to identify one smaller group (such as a department) from another. Please contact Publications 
with questions regarding this. 
 

Benefits: 
• A unique and unified corporate identity that reflects the image and character of CONvergence 

and the values of its membership. 
• A corporate-wide editorial style ensuring consistency and accuracy in communications. 
• A responsible use of CONvergence resources dedicated to printing/communication needs.   



Corporate identity text 

Text 
Identifying Departments 

A defined style has been set for use in indentifying individual departments. Please see the Logos section. 

 

CONvergence naming conventions 
When referring to the convention, CONvergence is always spelled with the “CON” capitalized. 
Convergence, ConVergence and CON-vergence are all wrong. 

In instances where the name of the convention is presented in all-caps, the letters “CON” may be 
presented in a slightly larger type size as works aesthetically. 

When referring to the Convergence Events parent organization, the CON capitalization is not used. While 
the full legal name of the organization is “Convergence Events, Inc.”, the more informal “Convergence 
Events” is preferred. 

 

Department naming conventions 
The following CONvergence venues/departments have specialized spelling/capitalization. 

• ConSuite 

• MainStage 

• CONvergence Central 

• Harmonic CONvergence / HarmCON 

• CoF2E2 Free Coffee Shop (the “2”s are subscript, like chemical notation, and the C, F, and E are 
capitalized). If subscript numerals are not an option, making them a slightly smaller font size is an 
acceptable second option. 

• Dealers Room is written without a possessive apostrophe. Dealer’s Room and Dealers’ Room are 
both wrong. 

• Volunteers Den is written without a possessive apostrophe. Volunteer’s Den and Volunteers’ Den 
are both wrong. 

• Artists Alley is written without a possessive apostrophe. Artist’s Alley and Artists’ Alley are both 
wrong. 

 

Writing Style 

All CONvergence publications are written in a first person plural form speaking as CONvergence, not as a 
department or individual. Exceptions to this would include any feature that is given a credited byline, such 
as Guest of Honor introductions in the Souvenir Program Book. The tone should be friendly but not overly 
flowery or silly, with the first priority always being the clarity and usability of the content.  

Assume the audience has never been to the convention before. Jargon should be avoided, or explained 
at the first usage.  

 



When mentioning a CONvergence Brand Feature for the first time in a publication, use the full name 
before shortening it. For example, refer to Cinema Rex as the Cinema Rex Movie Room when mentioning 
it for the first time in a publication. For another example, refer to “CoF2E2 “ as  “CoF2E2 Free Coffee Shop” 
when using for the first time in a publication. 

While it is important for CONvergence publications to maintain a friendly tone, the top priority should 
always be the clear and effective communication of information. Clarity and brevity is paramount, keeping 
in mind that the reader is often scanning the document in search of information that is relevant to them. 
Here are a few techniques that help serve this priority, and maintain the “CONvergence Style.” 

• Group topics by paragraph 

• Bullet Points 

• Bolding 

• Friendly Opening / Closing 

 

Dates and Times 

Days of the convention should appear in the following format: “Thursday July 1” Note, it’s “July 1” not 
“July 1st” and there is no comma. 

Times are expressed in the following format: 12:00pm, 12:30pm, and 8:00am. Note that “am” and “pm are 
in lowercase, and the “:00” extension is always used. There is no space between the numerals and the 
am/pm suffix. 

Where possible, replace 12:00am / 12:00pm with Midnight and Noon. 

Fonts 
An important part of creating a professional image is the standardized use of typography. Preferred fonts 
have been selected for readability and ease of use. Myriad Pro and Arial are the primary brand typeface 
and must be used whenever possible for lines of text. 
 

Text 

San-serif font faces are used for easy reading on both web and print. The preferred fonts are Myriad Pro 
and Arial.  Font size can never be less than 8 pt. 

 
Myriad Pro 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

0123456789  

 
Arial 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789  



 

Headers 
CONvergence uses primarily Mainframe BB for headlines for print documents such as the Souvenir 
Guide, Restaurant Guide, and Grid Book, but other free fonts are allowed for badges, flyers and other 
artwork. These can be found for free online, or can be obtained from Creative or Publications 
departments. 
 
Mainframe BB 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

0123456789  

 

Anklepants 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

0123456789  

 

WhoopAss 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

0123456789  

 

 
  



Corporate Identity - Artwork 

NOTE: All artwork going to 3rd party printers (not through Publications) MUST 
have proofs approved by Branding QA to ensure correct proportions and colors 
of logos and branding elements.  

Color standards 
The primary colors of CONvergence are purple and green, the colors of Connie.  

Purple 

CMYK - 50% Cyan, 100% Magenta, 0%Y, 0%K 

RGB - 146 Red, 39 Green, 143 Blue 

Hex - #92278f 

Pantone 368C 

Green	   
50% Cyan, 100% Yellow, 0%M, 0%K 

RGB - 141 Red, 198 Green, 63 Blue 

Hex - #8dc63f 

Pantone 254 C 

  



Logos 
 
The way a logo is used and presented is just as critical to CONvergence’s brand as the design of the logo 
itself. The official logotype – or logo – will be prominently displayed on all convention information and 
promotional material, etc. The logo must not be changed in any way (color, font, proportion). 
Regimented use of the logo ensures accurate and consistent messaging. 
 
The official CONvergence logo is pictured at below. This logo is to be used on ALL	  official	  CONvergence 
print and digital publications. No other logo may be used in place of the official CONvergence logo.	  
Versions of the logo are available for download at http://www.convergenceevents.org or by contacting the 
Publications department.	  
	  
NOTE	  this	  is	  different	  from	  the	  Convergence	  Events	  oval	  logo,	  which	  should	  ONLY	  be	  used	  for	  Convergence	  
Events	  official	  publications.	  
	  
 

 
 

 

Departmental Logos 
Departmental Logos are similar to the CONvergence logo, as shown below. The old Oval logos are no 
longer to be used. There is also a version for when the tagline is needed. Please contact Publications if 
you need a logo for your department. Versions of these logos are available for download at 
http://www.convergenceevents.org or by contacting the Publications department. 
 

 
 

  



Characters 
Connie and her family are the official mascots of CONvergence. CONvergence mascots must only be 
used in a PG manner. 

 



Souvenir Guide 

Sections should start at the top of a page, preferably at the top of the left-hand page whenever this can 
be accomplished without wasting too much space. Small gaps of white space are acceptable. Larger 
gaps can be filled with artwork or photos. 

One of the biggest challenges with the Programming Guide is to keep the formatting as consistent as 
possible throughout the guide to make it as easy to scan for information as possible, when the different 
sections of have such different content that applying any format universally can be difficult. 

A priority in layout and design should ALWAYS be to make the book as easy to scan for information as 
possible, so layouts should be simple and clean. I’m all for banners of black or gray to make section 
breaks stand out, possibly with the section header reversed out of them. 

Sections should start at the top of a page, preferably at the top of the left-hand page whenever this can 
be accomplished without wasting too much space. Small gaps of white space are acceptable. Larger 
gaps can be filled with artwork or photos.  

When editing text, often content is being combined from a number of different writers contributing on 
behalf of different individual departments. They will often include introductory content and sign-off content 
that would be appropriate if the content was being featured on its own, but when combined with other 
content into a larger publication this “fluff-text” is repetitive and unnecessary. Edit as necessary to keep 
this kind of fluff to a minimum. 

Publication layouts 
H1 

H1 is full-width black background with text indented ½”.  Text is white Mainframe BB at 22pt, flush to 
bottom of black box. Left pages are flush left to the ½” mark, right pages are flush right to the ½” mark. 
Any department logo, such as Cinema Rex, ASL, etc., should be 2” wide max and inset up into the black 
bar. 

 



H2 and below 
Should be double-columns. Try to split each 8.5 width into two 3.75 columns.  

H2 
Text is Mainframe BB, 16pt, #666666 grey, aligned left with a 1pt underline spanning the full width of the 
column or section. 

H3 

Text is Mainframe BB, 14pt, #666666 grey, aligned left. 

Paragraph Text 
Text is Myriad Pro, 8pt minimum, -10 kerning, 100% black. All text in a section should be the same size.  
Font size can be increased to fill space if needed, but all paragraph text on the same page should be the 
same size. 

Footer 

Text is Mainframe BB, 14pt, #999999 grey, page number is on the outside margin, and section is flush on 
the inside margin. 

 
 

Date and time 
In a schedule listing, days of the convention should appear in the following format: “Thursday July 1” 
Note, it’s “July 1” not “July 1st” and there is no comma. 

Times are expressed in the following format: 12:00pm, 12:30pm, and 8:00am. Note that “am” and “pm are 
in lowercase, and the “:00” extension is always used. There is no space between the numerals and the 
am/pm suffix. 

Where possible, replace 12:00am / 12:00pm with Midnight and Noon. 
12:00pm should be listed as Noon 
12:00am should be listed as Midnight 
(Watch for capitalization) 
12:30pm and 12:30am are correct.  
 
There should be no spaces between the 0 and am/pm 
There should be a space between the times and a separating em dash. Wednesday Noon – 6:00pm 

Times should always be listed as :00, :30, :15, and :45. For example 1:00pm is correct 1pm is not.  
 
There is no comma between date and time – and no leading 0 on times 
Incorrect: Friday, 1:00pm or Thursday, 12:00pm / 01:00pm 
Correct: Friday 1:00pm or Thursday Noon / 1:00pm 
 



The time is expressed as “Friday July X 7:00pm” before the panels and events that take place at that 
time. If that section continues from the bottom of the right page to the top of the following left page, 
repeat the time as “Friday 7:00pm (continued)”. 

schedule sections (Programming, 
cinema rex, etc.) 
All schedule times should be listed with beginning and end times. 

Day names are Mainframe BB, 18pt, 100% black. 

Continued Day names are Mainframe BB, 11pt, 75% black. 

Individual font size is 8pt to fit the space. 

Panel titles should be bold. 

Track and room should be in normal on the line below the title. 

A blank line break follows, and then the description. 

The names of panelists at the end should be italicized. Any Guests of Honor listed among them should 
additionally be bolded. 

 

 
  



Guest of honor bios 
Guest of Honor bios include the picture and text, including the byline of the writer.. 

Title and picture shift left or right depending on the facing of the page.  

LEFT PAGE 

 

  



RIGHT PAGE 

 
 



Banners 

Banner standard size is 72” by 36”, hemmed on four sides with grommets in the corners. Custom sizing is 
available upon request. 

Text on banners is WhoopAss with a gradient from CONvergence green to white, with echoes in white of 
reduced opacity. Background is circular gradient of 67% Cyan, 100% Magenta, 27% Yellow, 17% Black 
on the outside to 38% Cyan, 88% Magenta, 0% Yellow, 0% Black in the center. 

  


